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The Wadhwa has been involved in creating stylish benchmark residential projects in the city of
Mumbai. It is a 40 years old real estate company that has an unshakable reputation. The company
has been known for the quality of the service they provide before or after sales. The Wadhwa group
has now launched a new residential development project â€œWadhwa The Nestâ€• with a view to provide
elegantly beautiful place in the bustling environment of the Mumbai city. The project Wadhwa The
Nest has been developed in collaboration with two reputed real estate companies the Wadhwa
Group and the Shree Sai Group of Companies.

Wadhwa The Nest is a very well located residential property which is exactly located in the Andheri
West, Mumbai. Andheri is a popular locality of Mumbai city. This is one of the most famous
residential places that has many residential and commercial spaces available. The Andheri locality
has all the facilities of your need at a close distance. Everything will be very close and up to date in
the locality of Andheri West. Some nearby areas of the Andheri are Powai, Ghatkopar, Vihar Lake,
Khar West, Juhu, Bandra West, Mahim beach, Sion, Chembur, Dadar west, Goregaon west, Gorai,
Kandivali etc. The project is well positioned in the locality that it is very well connected to the rest of
the Mumbai city and its nearby localities as well.

Wadhwa The Nest is offering a wide concept of designs in its 2BHK, 3BHK and 4BHK apartments.
The project has been designed very creatively that your life feels like happy junction. The project
itself looks like a Nest of Happiness. The peaceful life of the project compound make look a better
future ahead.Wadhwa The Nest will be available with many global state of the art amenities such as
a community Gate for security purpose, 2 high speed elevator, Ample Car Parking Space, Kid's Play
Area, Party Hall, A Fitness Center and Gym, CCTV Monitoring, swimming Pool and extra large
Landscaped terrace Garden etc. All these facilities will be easing your life at a large scale.

Wadhwa Group is one of the most eminent real estate companies of Mumbai. Here at Wadhwa, we
believe that our job is not just to build homes but also to build lifelong relationships. All homes of the
Wadhwa Group are designed to interact with nature, As louver glass is utilized to allow sunlight
through but no sun rays and as a result, dependency on natural light is maximized. Incorporating
climatology into realty is just one of the several techniques that the Wadhwa Group has pioneered
for indulgent living. Luxury is a priority and no compromises are made when it comes to the comfort
of our valued customers.
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Preeti Tomar - About Author:
If you are interested in buying a residential space in a Wadhwa The Nest, kindly contact us.
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